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An optimized in vitro expression platform 

identifies Haemophilia B nonsense 

mutations, and thus patients, eligible for 

therapeutic drug-induced readthrough
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Aim of the study

To evaluate the responsiveness to drug-induced readthrough

of majority of F9 nonsense mutations by expressing a panel of recombinant

FIX nonsense variants differing in position/sequence



- Creation of expression vectors for FIX nonsense and 

missense variants (site-directed mutagenesis)

- Evaluation of secreted protein levels

by Western Blotting / ELISA

- Evaluation of coagulant activity by aPTT-based assays
in FIX-depleted plasma

Methods and experimental approaches

- Transfection in HEK 293 cells and treatment
with geneticin (G418, readthrough-inducing drug)



The degree of drug-induced readthrough
appeared to be dependent on

sequence context of nonsense mutations
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ii) Functional impact of drug-induced readthrough

In most cases drug-induced readthrough rescued protein production/secretion

but only two variants displayed a remarkable rescue of activity,

with the R384X showing gain-of-function features
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iii) Impact of the inserted amino acid on secretion/function

Expression of the most probable missense variants arising from readthrough



iii) Impact of the inserted amino acid on secretion/function

Re-insertion of the 
authentic (wild-type) 

amino acid (tryptophan)

Apparently the same
nonsense mutation
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iii) Impact of the inserted amino acid on secretion/function

Amino acid conferring
hyperfunctional features

(Padua-like variant)

Expression of the most probable missense variants arising from readthrough



Rationale and aim of the study…. Further hypothesis

Nonsense mutations in regions such as the pre-peptide, poorly conserved and 

intracellularly removed, and thus vanishing the impact of missense changes on 

the secreted protein, would be favoured upon readthrough

Secreted
FIX

ProPre



Impact of readthrough on secreted and functional levels

Secreted FIX levels upon readthrough Coagulant activity levels

Only the G21X variant, at the variable hydrophobic core in the signal 

peptide, was functionally rescued at appreciable levels



Impact of readthrough on secreted and functional levels

Secreted FIX levels upon readthrough Coagulant activity levels

Only the G21X variant, at the variable hydrophobic core in the signal 

peptide, was functionally rescued at appreciable levels

Reason: sequence constraints (cleavage sites) for the C28 and K45 positions



Impact of amino acid substitutions on position G21 

Position G21 tolerates the predicted readthrough-deriving amino acid 

substitutions and results in normal specific activity
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Impact of amino acid substitutions on position G21 

Position G21 tolerates the predicted readthrough-deriving amino acid 

substitutions and results in normal specific activity

Interpretation: production of wild-type FIX upon readthrough

and removal of the pre-peptide region

Coagulant activity levelsSecreted levels



Conclusions

Data from the optimized FIX expression platform:

• Help interpreting the variable response to drug- induced readthrough;

• Indicate that a therapeutically-relevant output may result from mechanisms

minimizing detrimental effects of missense changes as i) re-insertion of the

authentic residue, ii) gain-of-function effects or iii) favourable localization in

regions removed during processing (i.e. pre-peptide, B-domain);

• Support a rational approach to identify a few nonsense mutations, and thus

patients, potentially eligible for therapeutic options based on readthrough.
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Secreted protein FIX levels slightly increased upon treatment with G418

G418

Protein levels (E.L.I.S.A.) upon drug-induced readthrough



i) Evaluation of protein levels upon drug-induced readthrough

Western blotting analysis of secreted FIX forms



Impact of the inserted amino acid on secretion/function

Expression of the most probable missense variants arising from readthrough
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